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SHMS Detector Stack

● Drift Chambers are 
tracking detectors 

● Calibration is necessary for 
high precision particle track 
reconstruction 

● Calibration involves the 
conversion of drift times to 
drift distances to obtain 
accurate track position   
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SHMS Drift Chamber Planes
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How Does Tracking Work?

● Passage of the particle ionizes gas inside 
chamber 

● Electrons from the gas drift towards 
the sense wire  

● Drift times measured by TDC 
● Calibration creates a lookup table used 

to convert drift times to drift distances 
● Drift distance represents how far was 

the track from the sense wire that fired 
● A collection of sense wire hits (stubs) 

are the fitted in each chamber and the 
best chi2-fit is chosen as best track.
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Interactive Session Begins ….

Directory structure 

>> cd hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/dc_calib/scripts/ 

In this directory, you can find: 

main_calib.C  (STEERING SCRIPT) 

{SPEC}_DC_{method}Log_{runNUM}  (OUTPUT Directory OF CALIBRATION)  
SPEC: ‘HMS’ or ‘SHMS’  —> which spectrometer DC was calibrated  
method: ‘card’ or ‘wire’ —> which calib. method was used.
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Running the code 

1. First set the parameter 'p_using_tzero_per_wire = 0' in the  parameter file located at: 

hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/DC/pdc.param  

2.  Replay the data to produce the uncalibrated root file to be used as input in the  
   Calibration 

From the hallc_replay execute: ./hcana SCRIPTS/SHMS/replay_shms.C 

3. Run the calibration script with the newly produced root file as input. The script is located                                                                     
at:    

hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/dc_calib/scripts/ 

From this directory,type:  

>> emacs main_calib.C.  (Modify the calibration input parameters. SEE NEXT SLIDE BEFROE RUNNING CODE)  
>> root -l main_calib.C 
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Running the code    ...Continued !14

Inside main_calib.C, you will find something along the lines of:  
 
DC_calib obj (“SHMS”, “../../../ROOTfiles/shms_replay_2342_-1.root”,  
2342, -1, “pid_kFALSE”, “card”) 

1 2

3 4 5 6

1.  Spectrometer Drift Chamber to be calibrated.  SHMS or HMS

2. Path from current directory to the ROOTfile to be calibrated

3. Run Number

4. Number of Events to be calibrated

5. Flag to turn on/off PID cuts.  “pid_kFALSE”  or “pid_elec” 

6. Method to calibrated DC. “card” will do the ‘t0’ fits on groups of DISC. CARDS (up to 16 
wires).  “wire” will do ‘t0’ fits on individual wires. (“wire” NOT recommended if #evts < 1 
Million) 



While you wait ...Brief Description of Calibration Scripts 

The steering script (main_calib.C) runs a series of methods that work together to 
perform the calibration. 

The methods are located in: hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/dc_calib/scripts/
DC_calib.C(and .h) 

The end result of the calibration is a directory of the form: 
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{SPEC}_DC_{method}Log_{runNUM} 
ex.  SHMS_DC_cardLog_3288/  
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Inside this output directory, there will be: 

 t_zero{MEHTOD}_values_{DC_PLANE}.txt 
These txt files contains the zero values and errors assigned to each wire. 



!17 p{h}dc_calib_{runNUM}.param  
Contains the look-up values to convert time to distance

 p{h}dc_tzero_per_wire_{runNUM}.param 
Contains t-zero values for each wire



!18 {SPEC}_DC_drifttimes.root 
Contains ROOTfile with diagnostic plots such as drift times and 2D drift 
times vs. wire number before and after calibration.
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Running the code    ...Continued

4.  After the calibration is finished, two parameter files are created in 

 hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/DC/ 

❖ pdc_tzero_per_wire_run#.param 
❖ pdc_calib_run#.param 

From the directory mentioned above, copy these files to the parameter files 
that will actually be read by hcana as follows: 

>> cp pdc_tzero_per_wire_run#.param pdc_tzero_per_wire.param 

>> cp pdc_calib_run#.param pdc_calib.param
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Running the code    ...Continued

5. In the parameter file located at:  

hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/DC/ 

Open the “pdc.param”, locate the following parameter, and make sure it 
reads as follows: 

p_using_tzero_per_wire = 1 

6. Replay the data with the updated parameters to produce the new   
calibrated root files with the corrected drift times and drift     distances.  

From hallc_replay directory type: 

>> ./hcana SCRIPTS/SHMS/replay_shms.C
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Running the code    ...Continued

7. Compare the calibrated an uncalibrated root files located at: 

 hallc_replay/ROOTfiles/ 

The files generic name will be: 

 shms_replay_run#_#events.root 

 shms_replay_run#_#events_dc_uncal.root 

HINT: Compare the drift distances, the calibrated drift distances should be flat. 
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        QUESTIONS?
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